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Flipside 02(for 5510)Flipside 02(for 5510)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONSINSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

BEFORE YOU BEGINBEFORE YOU BEGIN

ROUGH-IN DIMENSIONSROUGH-IN DIMENSIONS

All information is based on the latest product information available at the time of publication. Kohler Co.
reserves the right to make changes in product characteristics, packaging, or availability at any time without
notice.

Please leave these instructions for the consumer. They contain important information.

NOTESNOTES::
1. Flush the water supply pipes thoroughly to remove debris.
2. An in line water filter must be used with this product.
3. The highest working pressure for hand shower is 0.5Mpa(5 bars). If it exceeds 0.5Mpa(5 bars), a
pressure reducer is needed. The highest water and environment temperature is 60 C. Please keep the
hand shower away from any heater or it may become damaged and cause injury to the user.

4. Don't remove the flow controller, or the hand shower will be damaged.
5.This appliance contains magnets. Users fitted with a heart pacemaker or ICD should follow their normal
safety precautions for products that contain magnets. The magnets are located in the clamp bracket. There
are no magnets in the hand shower.

6. Working pressure for hand shower: 1 to 5 bars.6. Working pressure for hand shower: 1 to 5 bars.
7. Do not dispose of the packaging immediately.The package insert contains a template for mounting the
slide bar.
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INSTALLATIONINSTALLATION

How to Install the Slide barHow to Install the Slide bar

Decide on a suitable position for the slide bar avoiding buried cables

and pipes.

Simulate the hand shower installation to determine the mounting

position : Pass the hose(13) through the hose retaining ring(8).

Connect the hose to the hand shower(15) and water supply. Make sure

that when the hose retaining ring is placed on the lowest position on

the slide bar( above the lowest stud), if the handspray drops, there is

a minimum of 25mm between the hand shower and bath/tray spill-over

level.

NoteNote: This is necessary to prevent water supply contamination due to

back siphonage. Don't install the fittings in a position where it could

become frozen.

Mark the position, disassemble the hand shower, hose, hose retaining

ring.

1

Tear down the slide bar template from the package insert. Hold the

slide bar template against the wall, make sure that the template(1) is

vertical and that the arrows on the template are pointing upwards.

Using the small holes as a guide, mark the position of the three fixing

holes with a pencil.

Note:Note: Don't overtighen the screws.

Place the template onto the three foot assemblies. Check the foot

assemblies are vertical and correctly aligned.

Note:Note: The foot assemblies should hang downwards and must move

freely so that they can be aligned in the template.

2
3

4

Remove the template. Drill three holes in the finished wall according

to the anchor(2) diameter. Press the anchors into the holes and screw

the self-tapping screws(4) loosely into the anchors though the foot

assemblies(3).

Tighten the screws(4) to secure the three foot assemblies. Remove the

template.
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Note:Note: Make sure that there are no buried cables and pipes in the wall

before drilling.

Note:Note: Ensure that drilled holes are on the face of the tiles and not in

the grout joints.
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Carefully place the hose retaining ring(8) above the lowest stud of the

slide bar.

Install the three studs on the slide bar into the small holes on the foot

assemblies, some slight adjustment may be needed.

5

Push the slide bar against the foot assemblies. Check that the slide

bar is vertical and make any final adjustment. Using the 1.5mm hex

wrench(6) tighten the grub screws on foot assemblies to secure the

slide bar.

Stud

6

Decide a suitable position for the clamp bracket(7). Removing the

protective film from the magnet, carefully place it onto the slide bar as

shown.
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How to Install the Hand ShowerHow to Install the Hand Shower

To perform installation, installer must provide G1/2" water supply

nipple(9).

Note:Note: Measure the distance from the end of the nipple to the surface

of the finished wall, make sure that it is between 10 and 13 mm.

Ensure it is vertical as well.

Put the escutcheon(10) onto elbow(11). Apply tape or thread sealant

to the threads of the water supply nipple. Apply a ring of plumbers

putty or sealant around the back surface of the escutcheon. Thread

elbow onto water supply nipple. Adjust and make sure the outlet(12)

faces down.

Tighten one connector of the hose(13) to elbow. Pass the hose

through the hose retaining ring. Remove the washer from the other

connector of the hose, replace with the screen washer(14), and screw

the hand shower(15) to the hose.

Hang the hand shower on the clamp bracket(7).

Note: Check the slide bar cannot be moved. If there is movement,

check the slide bar is fully located onto the slide bar feet.
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How to Clean the NozzlesHow to Clean the Nozzles

Remove the hand shower. Take out the screen washer. Clean the

filters by soaking them in warm vinegar. Reinstall the screen washer

and hand shower.

Any debris or mineral build-up may cause the flow stream to become

distorted or reduce the flowrate. To remove the debris or mineral

build-up, run water through the hand shower, firmly press or rub your

finger back and forth across the rubber nozzles.

How to Clean the Screen WasherHow to Clean the Screen Washer

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONSCLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

All Finishes: Clean the finish with mild soap and warm water. Wipe entire surface completely dry with clean

soft cloth. Many cleaners may contain chemicals, such as ammonia, chlorine, toilet cleaner etc. which could

adversely affect the finish and are not recommended for cleaning.

Do not use abrasive cleaners or solvents on Kohler faucets and fittings.

Komotion Kotton

Note:Note: The clamp bracket is magnetic and may attract magnetic

particles that could scratch the slide bar, take care when handling. The

slide bar bracket can only be slid up and down to remove or adjust. It

can't be rotated or separated from the slide bar directly.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSOPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Rotate the head of the hand shower to change the spray patterns as

shown.

Koverage Kurrent
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SERVICE PARTSSERVICE PARTS

1119918**

1120863**

Screen Washer
77420

**Color code must be specified when ordering.

(For 5510 only）

Screw Kit
1061576

Clamp Bracket
6.1688.180**

Hose
1141298**

Elbow
1141216**

Slide Bar
6.1688.216**

Hose Retaining Ring
6.1688.214**Foot Assembly

6.1688.281**

Magnetic Slide ShowerMagnetic Slide Shower

1115710
1.5mm Hex Wrench

Hand Shower

Hand Shower
(For 5512 only）
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